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A generalization of Norton's theorem 

Richard J. Boucherie and Nico M. van Dijk * 

Abstract 

A general framework for aggregation and decomposition of product form queue-
ing networks with state dependent routing and servicing is presented. By 
analogy with electrical circuit theory, the stations are grouped into clusters 
or subnetworks such that the process decomposes into a global process and a 
local process. Moreover, the local process factorizes into the subnetworks. The 
global process and the local processes can be analyzed separately as if they 
were independent. The global process describes the behaviour of the queue-
ing network in which each cluster is aggregated into a single station, whereas 
the local process describes the behaviour of the subnetworks as if they are not 
part of the queueing network. The decomposition and aggregation method 
formalized in this paper allows us to first analyze the global behaviour of the 
queueing network and subsequently analyze the local behaviour of the subnet
works of interest or to aggregate clusters into single stations without affecting 
the behaviour of the rest of the queueing network. Conditions are provided 
such that: 

the global equilibrium distribution for aggregated clusters has a product 
form; 

this form can be obtained by merely monitoring the global behaviour; 

the computation of a detailed distribution, including its normalizing con
stant, can be decomposed into the computation of a global and a local 
distribution; 

the marginal distribution for the number of jobs at the stations of a cluster 
can be obtained by merely solving local behaviour. 

As a special application, Norton's theorem for queueing networks is extended 
to queueing networks with state dependent routing such as due to capacity 
constraints at stations or at clusters of stations and state dependent servicing 
such as due to service delays for clusters of stations. 

Keywords: Aggregation, Blocking, Decomposition, Global traffic equations, 
Local traffic equations, Norton's theorem, Product form, Queueing networks. 

*Address for both authors: Free University, Department of Econometrics, De Boelelaan 1105, 
1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
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1 Introduction 
Queueing networks are widely used in computer performance evaluation, telecommu-
nications and manufacturing. Frequently one is interested merely in global charac
teristics such as the total throughput of a group of stations, sojourn times at parts 
of the queueing network, transition flows from one part to another or just a global 
occupancy distribution for clusters of stations rather than a detailed distribution for 
all stations. Such characteristics can in principle be obtained from the equilibrium 
distribution of the queueing network. However, the size of the queueing network 
often prohibits efficiënt calculation of this equihbrium distribution even if a closed 
product form expression is available. In such situations one would preferably be able 
to compute these global characteristics by evaluating or measuring global behaviour. 
Intuitively this would be achieved by aggregating parts of the queueing network as 
single queues so that global characteristics can be calculated without calculating the 
local characteristics. Furthermore, if one is interested in local characteristics of a part 
of the queueing network only, computation of these characteristics would be simpli-
fied if the rest of the queueing network could be aggregated as a single queue or as 
a small number of single queues. Conversely, as conditions for closed product form 
expressions can be complicated to verify when state dependent routing and servicing 
are involved, it would also be appealing when these conditions can be decomposed 
into global and local conditions. Particularly, detailed product form expressions can 
then be concluded by merely verifying global and local traffic conditions. Unfor-
tunately, such aggregation and decomposition results are not generaUy justified as 
local and global network behaviour is usually integrated by state dependent routing 
and servicing mechanisms. In [5] an efficiënt aggregation method similar to Norton's 
theorem from electrical circuit theory is introduced. Norton's theorem states that 

under certain conditions on the structure of the queueing network it is 
possible to replace a subset of the queueing network by a single queue 
such that the equilibrium distribution of the rest of the network remains 
unchanged. 

[5] prove the aggregation method to be correct for queueing networks of the BCMP-
type [2] consisting of two subnetworks of which the subnetwork of interest is a single 
station. This can easily be extended to subnetworks of interest consisting of several 
stations such that jobs enter the subnetwork through a single input node and leave the 
subnetwork through a single output node. [1], [11] and [16] further extend Norton's 
theorem to BCMP-networks consisting of two arbitrary subnetworks. Related work 
on decomposition and aggregation is reported in [8]. In [17] the aggregation results for 
BCMP-networks consisting of two subnetworks are generalized to queueing networks 
consisting of two quasireversible subnetworks. An approach related to the one based 
on Norton's theorem is reported in [6], [7], called "Parametric analysis by chain." This 
method constructs a reduced network around a particular routing chain of interest. 
From these results the general impression seems to have grown that aggregation and 
decomposition results are generaliy valid under product form conditions. However, 
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no formal justification for such results is available when state dependent routing 
and servicing such as due to blocking or common resource sharing are involved. The 
present paper aims to generalize these results to queueing networks with blocking and 
general state dependent service rates. We obtain the following theoretical results: 

• Based on a decomposition of the state dependent routing probabilities into a 
global component and a local component we guarantee a decomposition of the 
routing part of the equilibrium distribution into a global component and a local 
component. These global and local components can be analyzed separately as 
if they were independent. 

• Based on a decomposition of the state dependent service function into a lo
cal component and a global component, where "local component" and "global 
component" are determined by the decomposition of the routing probabilities, 
similarly we obtain a decomposition of the service part of the equilibrium dis
tribution into a global component and a local component. 

• By combination of the routing and servicing mechanism, the total detailed 
equilibrium distribution can be decomposed into an equilibrium distribution 
for global behaviour with aggregated transition rates and an equilibrium dis
tribution for local behaviour with local transition rates. Moreover, the local 
equilibrium distribution factorizes into the subnetworks as if they are indepen
dent. 

• By these results we have extended Norton's theorem for queueing networks to 
state dependent routing and servicing mechanisms and aggregations to multiple 
components. 

• A formal justification is provided to evaluate global characteristics by verifying 
global traffic equations and to evaluate local characteristics of parts of the 
queueing network by verifying global traffic equations and local traffic equations 
at the parts at interest of the queueing network only. 

As practical implications of these results the following two methods can be proposed 
for analyzing the equilibrium distribution for queueing networks of which the routing 
and service mechanisms can be decomposed into local and global components: 

(1) Monitoring method 

1. Determine the global routing probabilities from the global structure of the 
queueing network. 

2. Determine the global service characteristics by monitoring the state dependent 
output of the global parts of the queueing network. 

3. Compute the global equilibrium distribution. This global distribution equals 
the equilibrium distribution of the original queueing network aggregated over 
subnetworks. 
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4. For the subnetworks for which the local distribution is of interest, first ana-
lyze the subnetwork in isolation with constant (e.g. unit) arrival rates. The 
equilibrium distribution of the subnetworks in isolation then equals the real 
equilibrium distribution of the subnetworks when incorporated in the network 
conditional on the global number of jobs present at the subnetwork. 

(2) Computational method 

1. Compute the equilibrium distribution of the subnetworks in isolation with con
stant (e.g. unit) arrival rates. 

2. Calculate the global service characteristics from the equilibrium distribution of 
the subnetworks and the global part of the original service characteristics. 

3. Compute the global equilibrium distribution from the global component of the 
routing probabilities and the global service characteristics. 

4. Obtain the equilibrium distribution from the global and local equilibrium dis-
tributions. 

The methods discussed above for analyzing the equilibrium distribution for queueing 
networks are motivated by Thevenin's rather than Norton's theorem from electrical 
circuit theory (cf. [3]). As will be discussed below, for electrical circuits Thevenin's 
theorem is essentially equivalent to Norton's theorem. The analog of Thevenin's 
theorem for queueing networks, however, is different and, as will be clarified in the 
paper, more general than the well-known analog of Norton's theorem. The differences 
in the structure of the analysis are the following (cf. Remarks 6.1, 6.4): 

Thevenin's theorem Norton's theorem 

1. 

2. 

Subnetworks are analyzed 
as open queueing networks. 

The service speed of 
aggregated subnetworks 
determines equilibrium distribution. 

Subnetworks are analyzed 
as closed queueing networks. 

The throughput of 
a closed loop version of subnetworks 
determines equilibrium distribution. 

ad 1. Note that in the original non-aggregated queueing network the subnetworks 
appear as open queueing networks. Therefore, Thevenin's theorem is more 
natura! in a queueing network environment than Norton's theorem. 

ad 2. The service speed of an aggregated subnetwork may depend on the total 
global (aggregated) state of the queueing network when Thevenin's theorem is 
applied. This is natural as Thevenin's theorem analyzes the global behaviour 
of the queueing network. For Norton's theorem, however, for obtaining the 
throughput of a closed loop version, the rest of the queueing network is ignored. 
Therefore, the throughput cannot depend on the state of the rest of the queueing 
network. 
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Figure 2. a: Equivalent electrical circuit b: Z shorted 

As Norton's theorem has become the Standard phrasing in the literature on aggrega-
tion in queueing networks, the aggregation and decomposition results obtained here 
will be referred to as Norton's theorem. 

To shed some light on these differences and to give some background information, 
let us discuss Thevenin's theorem and Norton's theorem for electrical circuits in some 
more detail. To this end, consider an electrical circuit consisting of generators and 
impedances as shown in Figure 1. Based on Kirchoff's laws the circuit of generators 
and impedances can be replaced by an effective generator and impedance. By Kir
choff's first law: "The sum of the currents into any node must be zero." we obtain 
Norton's theorem (cf. [3]) stating that the circuit of generators and impedances can 
be replaced by an effective generator and a parallel internal impedance without af-
fecting the behaviour of Z (Figure 2a). The value of the current source is set equal 
to the current flowing from a to b when Z is replaced by a short (Figure 2b). By 
Kirchoff's second law: "The sum of the potential differences around a complete loop 
of a circuit is equal to zero." we obtain Thevenin's theorem (cf. [3]) stating that, 
without affecting the behaviour of Z, the circuit of generators and impedances can 
be replaced by an effective generator in series with an internal impedance (Figure 3a). 
The value of the potential difference generated by the generator is set equal to the 
potential difference between a and b when Z is removed (Figure 3b). The behaviour 
of Z in the equivalent network obtained via Norton's theorem and Thevenin's the
orem is identical. The internal structure and behaviour of the replacement circuit 
consisting of eejf and Zejf may differ. Obviously, analyzing the behaviour of Z in 
the equivalent network requires less computational effort. 
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Figure 3. a: Equivalent electrical circuit b: Z removed 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the general queueing net-
work studied in this paper. We insist on using the highly theoretical form for the 
transition rates discussed in Section 2, but include a more practical example illustrat-
ing typical service functions included. In general the routing part of the transition 
rates is most difficult to analyze. Therefore, in Section 3 we first analyze the rout
ing characteristics. Motivated by electrical circuit theory we decompose the routing 
probabilities into a global component and a local component and prove that this 
implies the same decomposition for the solution of the traffic equations. Second, the 
service characteristics are analyzed. Similar to the routing characteristics the service 
functions are decomposed into a global component and a local component. From this 
decomposition, in Section 4 we obtain a full decomposition of the equilibrium dis-
tribution resulting in Norton's theorem for queueing networks with state dependent 
routing and servicing characteristics. Section 5 gives some examples and Section 6 
discusses the literature. 

2 Model 

Consider a queueing network consisting of N stations. A job at station i requires an 
exponential service with parameter (*i,i = 1 , . . . , N. Let n = ( n i , . . . , n^) denote the 
number of jobs at the stations, i.e. n,- is the number of jobs at station i, i = 1 , . . . , N. 
Let e,- denote the i-th unit vector, i = 1,...,JV, and eo = 0. When the queueing 
network is in state n and a job at station i completes service it will route to station j 
with state dependent routing probability p,j(n), j = 1,... ,N, and leaves the network 
with probability Pio(n) = 1 — Y$LiPij{n)- For notational convenience the outside is 
regarded as station 0, i.e. when a job leaves the network it routes to station 0 and 
when a job enters the network it routes from station 0. When the queueing network 
is in state n the service rate at station i is given by 

»i(n) = N ^ { ü - e i \ i = 0,...,N, (2.1) 
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where %j) is a non-negative function and (f> a positive function such that ^ZV' repre-
sents the total service effort allocated to station i in state n and fi0 is the parameter of 
the arrival process to the queueing network. The form (2.1) has been reported and is 
illustrated extensively in recent literature on product form queueing networks (cf. [4], 
[9], [13]). Roughly speaking, it is the most general service form possible to guarantee 
a product form equihbrium distribution. With service and routing functions specified 
above the queueing network can be represented as a continuous-time Markov chain 
at N^ = {0,1,2, . . .}N with transition rates q{n, n'), n, n' G NQ , given by 

n(a x'\ - ƒ /*»'(n)Pü(w) n' = n - e,- + e is i,j = 0 , . . . , N, , . 
9 1 » . » ; - | 0 otherwise. ^'£) 

Throughout this paper we will assume that the Markov chain is stable, regular, 
irreducible and that there exists a unique equihbrium distribution at state space 
S C N^, i.e. a set of non-negative numbers it = (?r(n), n £ S), summing to unity, 
that satisfies the global balance equations at 5" (cf. [10], [19]) 

7r(n) 53 •?(«>»') = Yl ^("O^C"')")» n€ S-
n'eS n'€S 

As the transition rates have the special form (2.2), the global balance equations can 
be written 

]V N N 

*(*») S ƒ*••(") = Y, Y,""(" ~ e«' + ei)N(* ~ e«' + ei)Pü{^- ei + e i ) ' " e 5'.{2.3) 
t=0 t=0 j=0 

The following result expresses that product form type results can be concluded if the 
state dependent traffic equations per station can be solved. In its present form, which 
is tailored to the role of state dependent routing and blocking, it is directly adopted 
from [14], but various less explicit forms can be found in the literature (e.g. [4], [9], 
[13], [19])-

Result 2.1 If a positive solution H = (H(n),n G S) exists to the state dependent 
traffic equations per station for all n G S, i = 1 , . . . ,N 

N 

H(n) = H(n - e,)/i0po.(n - e,) + ]T H(n - e,- + e3)pji(n - e,- + e,-), (2.4) 
i= i 

then, with B a normalizing constant, the equilibrium distribution of the process with 
transition rates (2.2) is given by 

N / i \ " * 
7r(n) = B<f>(n)H{n) U[ — ) , n € 5. (2.5) 

Proof By substitution of (2.1) and (2.5) into (2.3), for each i separately (2.3) imme-
diately reduces to (2.4). O 
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Remark 2.2 (Product form) The equiHbrium distribution (2.5) is said to be of 
product form in the sense that, except for the normalizing constant, it decomposes 
into a service part, <f>(n) IIjfcLi ( ~ ) •> an<i a routing part, H(n). Moreover, the service 
part consists of a term representing the total state dependent service effort in the 
queueing network, <j>(n), and a term representing the expected amount of service 
required at the stations, FIjfeLi ( ~ ) • This term, in turn, most characteristically for 
product form expressions factorizes into the individual stations. This decomposition 
into a service and routing part is complete in the sense that the service and routing 
part can be treated separately. This observation is used in Section 3 where we first 
consider the routing part of the equilibrium distribution and subsequently analyze 
the service part of the equilibrium distribution. • 

Remark 2.3 (Open and closed queueing networks; traffic equations) Our 
parameterization models both open and closed queueing networks. If the queueing 
network is closed, for all n and i = 1 , . . . , N we assume that Pio(n) = poi(n) = 0. The 
traffic equations now read for n € S, i = 1 , . . . , N 

N 
H(ü) = E H(ü ~ e ' + ei)Pji(ü ~ e«' + ei)-

3=1 

If the queueing network is open, from (2.4) by summation we obtain the traffic 
equations for the outside: 

N N 

H(n)fi0 J2 poj(n) = 2 H(n + ej)pj0(n + eó). 
j=i i= i D 

Before proceeding to the decomposition of the queueing network into subnetworks 
we first introducé some notation and give an example to illustrate that the service 
function pi(n) covers Standard type service functions for Jacksonian networks. 

Notation 2.4 (Clusters) In the sequel we will group the stations of the queueing 
network into clusters or subnetworks. A cluster consists of a number of stations such 
that clusters are disjunct, non-empty and all stations are part of a cluster, i.e. the 
stations are grouped into clusters Cr,r G R such that 

C r C { l , . . . , i V } , reR, 
Cr D C, = 0, r ^ 5 , 
Ur6flCr = { l , . . . , JV}, 
Co = outside. 

Before proceeding to the decomposition of the queueing network, we define the fol-
lowing notation: 

n(r) = fi\cT number of jobs at the stations in CT 

e,- = e,jcr unit vector for station i at CT 

Nr = 22»eCr n« total number of jobs at Cr 

N = ( N i , . . . , N a ) 
Ër unit vector for cluster r, r £ R. 
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Thus, for n E S the vector n^ consists of the components of n inside Cr only and N 
gives the total number of jobs at the clusters. • 

Example 2.5 (Service function) The service function ^,(n) as given in (2.1) is 
the most general form appearing in the literature and is of theoretical interest as it 
combines generality with theoretical elegance. An extensive illustration of the service 
rates that can be modeled can be found in [13] and in batch movement setups in [4], 
[9]. In practical cases, for a given function /x,(n), the difficult task is to find functions 
V> and <f> such that the service function can be written in the form (2.1). A natural 
and illustrative example of a service function that can be written in the form (2.1) is 
the following. Assume that the service speed at station i is a function of the number 
of jobs at station i, /«(ra,) if ra,- jobs are present at station z, and the number of jobs at 
the cluster containing station i, say cluster r, Fr(Nr) if Nr jobs are present at cluster r. 
This gives 

fii(n) = /x,/,(n,)Fr(Nr), i G Cr, 

which, for ^ and <j> given by 

N n, I - 1 

n n *(*) 
U=l Jt=i 

n ïi w) 
r€ü k=ï 

- 1 - 1 

V>(n) = <f>(n) = 

can be written in the form (2.1) by noting that ^,~f'' = /,(nj)JPr(Nr). D 

Remark 2.6 (Service function) For a service function specified in advance, some 
freedom remains in determining the terms appearing in fii(n). Firstly, rj) and ^ are 
determined up to a common constant. Without loss of generality, this constant can 
be fixed by assuming ^(Ö) = 1. Secondly, m and ip are determined up to a common 
constant. Without loss of generality, this constant can be fixed by assigning a fixed 
value to the arrival parameter fi0. When the queueing network is analyzed for a fixed 
parameter fi0, we obtain the service characteristics for fi'0 by substituting 

K 
Mo 

,N, ^'(n) = ^ ( « ) , 
Mo 

which leaves the service function Hi(n) unchanged. Also note that the equilibrium 
distribution is not affected by this substitution as H is proportional to ^0 too. If H 
is a solution to the traffic equations (2.4) for /x0, then H' given by 

H'(n) = =*(fl)I© n* 

is a solution to the traffic equations for fi'0. This observation will be used in Exam
ple 5.1. ü 
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3 Decomposition into clusters 

As is discussed in Remark 2.2, the routing part and the service part of the transition 
rates can be analyzed separately. In general the routing part is more complex than 
the service part. Therefore, in Section 3.1 we first consider the routing part of the 
transition rates. In Section 3.3 we will consider the service part. Examples illustrating 
the decomposition of the routing and service parts are given in Sections 3.2, 3.4. 

3.1 Routing: Conditions 

The aim of this section is to decompose the routing characteristics Pij(') and H(-) into 
a global part and a local part. To this end, by analogy with the structure of electrical 
circuits at which Thevenin's theorem can be applied (cf. [3]) we decompose the routing 
probabilities into a global component and a local component (Assumption 3.1). This 
natural decomposition immediately implies a full decomposition of H into a global 
part and a local part. Moreover, the global part of H is completely determined by 
the global routing probabilities and the local part of H is completely determined by 
the local routing probabilities. 

The key observation for electrical circuits at which Thevenin's theorem can be 
applied is that an electrical circuit consisting of generators and impedances can be 
replaced by an effective generator and impedance if and only if this circuit has a 
single input node (e.g. b in Figure 1) and a single output node (e.g. a in Figure 1). 
As the behaviour of queues is in general much more complex than the behaviour of 
impedances, which more or less resemble M|M|oo queues, for a similar theorem to 
hold in a queueing network the routing from one cluster of stations to another must 
be independent of the actual stations within these clusters. The following assumption 
guarantees this behaviour for the queueing network discussed in Section 2. 

Assumption 3.1 (Routing probabilities) Assume that for i,j = 0,...,N and 
n G S the routing probabilities have the form 

f P^(n(r)) +p!o)(n(r))Prr(N)p£)(«(r) - « h , hJ € C„ 

PS^VWP!?^) , i e c„ j e cn 

P$(n{r))pr0m, i € C„ j € Co, 

l ^ ( ^ ( f t W ) , f € Cor j G C„ 

where p\j, i,j € Cr U {0}, r € R, and prs, r,s € R U {0}, satisfy for all n 

E i € c . $ ( * « ) = 1, Zxc. *i?(nM) + *!?(»«) = 1, 

£seRP0s(N) = 1, £S6*P"(N) + /°(N) = 1. 

Pij(n) = < (3.1) 
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Remark 3.2 (Routing probabilities) Assumption 3.1 implies that for the input 
and output into a cluster the behaviour of a cluster in the queueing network with 
routing probabilities p^ is similar to the structure of an electrical circuit at which 
Thevenin's theorem can be applied. To show this, consider a job routing from station i 
at cluster r to station j at cluster s. First, according to pjo the job leaves queue i 
and routes to an input/output node for cluster r (e.g. b in Figure 1). Subsequently, 
the job is routed from the input/output node of cluster r to the input/output node 
of cluster s (e.g. a in Figure 1) according to prs independent of the local state of the 
clusters. Finally, the job is routed from the input/output node of cluster s to queue j 
at cluster s according to Poj • 

p)y depends on n ^ , the local state of cluster r, only, and pTS depends on N, the 

global state of the network, only. Therefore, the routing probabilities p\j can be 
interpreted as the state dependent routing probabilities at cluster r when cluster r 
would be considered in isolation, i.e. when cluster r is considered as a queueing 
network without interaction with the rest of the network. In contrast, pT3 can be 
interpreted as the state dependent routing probabilities for the network in which 
each cluster is replaced by a single queue. This interpretation will be formalized in 
Section 4, when the transition rates of the queueing network at local level and at 
global level are defined. ü 

Remark 3.3 (Blocking) Blocking can arise at local level due to p# (w^) or at 
global level due to prs(N). These types of blocking are reflected in the functions H^ 
and HR below and are completely independent. Note that jobs arriving at a cluster 
may be blocked since p^j(n^) = 0 is allowed. However, a job arriving at a cluster 

cannot be rejected due to Poj (•)• Therefore, if p{y ( n ^ ) = 0 for some j an arriving 
job must route to another station of the cluster. • 

As the routing probabilities are separated into a global component and a local com
ponent which can be interpreted as the global and local routing probabilities, it is 
natural to investigate when the traffic equations (2.4) can be decomposed into global 
and local traffic equations. We therefore present the following conditions. 

Condition 3.4 (Global traffic equations) There exists a positive solution, HR, 
to the global traffic equations per cluster. That is, for each subnetwork r & R and for 
all N such that n G S: 

HR(Ü) = E #*(N " Ër + Ës)p
sr(N - Ër + Ë.) + li0HR{Ü - Êr)p

0r(N - Ër). (3.2) 

Condition 3.5 (Local traffic equations) For r G R there exists a positive solu
tion, H^r\ to the local traffic equations per station. That is, for each i G Cr and all 
n(r) such that n G S: 

fTM(nM) = E HV(nV - e!r) + #>)pW(nM - e,<r) + e f ) 
jecr 

+iï ( r ) (n ( r ) - e|r))p£}(n(r) - ep). (3.3) 
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From Assumption 3.1 we obtain a decomposition of the routing probabilities into a 
part characterizing the global behaviour and a part characterizing the local behaviour. 
For H to be decomposable into a global and local part compatible with the assumption 
and conditions stated above, H(n) may be expected to factorize into a part involving 
if(r) and a part involving HR. Let us investigate this in more detail. Insertion of 
(3.1) into (2.4) gives, for z € O r, r G .R, n € S 

H{n) = E f f C n - e i + e ^ f t n ^ - e ^ + e^ ) 
jec r 

+ { £ * ( * - « + ej)p5o)(«(r) - e|° + e J r ) y ( N ) 

+ E E H(n - e,- + «,>$;>(nW + e f y ^ N - Êr + Ës) 

+ ^o#(n - e,)p0r(N - Ê r ) | l£h*{r) ~ eSr))- (3-4) 

In this form the traffic equations show great similarities to the traffic equations at 
local level (3.3), when the part inside brackets { } is replaced by H(n — e,) and 
although not as obvious, the traffic equations at global level (3.2). This strongly 
suggests that H will indeed factorize into a global and a local component. This is 
established in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.6 (Routing decomposition) Assume that HR is a solution to the 
global traffic equations, (3.2), and H^ is a solution to the local traffic equations, 
(3.3). Then H(n) defined as 

H(n) = HR(Ë)J[H^(n^), n € 5, (3.5) 

is a solution of the traffic equations (2-4). 

Proof Summation of (3.2) gives that if H^ satisfies (3.3) then for all n^ such that 
n € S H^ also satisfies 

frW(fiW) = £ # ( r ) ( " ( r ) + ef))p5o)(n(r) + 4])- (3-6) 
jecr 

Consider the right-hand side of the traffic equations (3.4). For notational convenience, 
we have divided (3.4) by H(n — e<). This is not essential to the proof. By insertion 
of (3.5) and from (3.6),(3.2),(3.3) we obtain for i € C r , n € 5 

y- Hjn-ej + ej) (r) (r) {r) (r) 

+ i E H(*Zei+:j)$(r^ - tf + ef )P"(N) 
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+ E E *%,; " +ftff (»M + 4V(» - E, + É.) 

+ /x0^(n - «)?*(» - Êr) 1 pÈ>(fiW - eSr)) 

(3.) _ lfa(R) ^ ) (»W-e l -> + eP) (r) M _ (r) (r) 

J ^ i k ^(N-Ê.) 1T«(»M) ^ o ( n + e ^ ^ N E ' + E ' ) 

^ ( N - È o j ^ C n W - e ^ ) + MoP̂ CN -

HR(*) HV(nV-<P + e<p)AT^M _ ,r) ^ ~ (3JS) y . ^ M n j " • • V ' - ' - ' H -r*j Jn(r)(=M _ _(r) , (rK 

" ^ %(N - Ër) FW(n« - ej'>) P j ' l *' ' J 

gf l (N) ( r ) ( - ( r ) _ (r)x 

(3.3) ^ f l ( N ) # ( r ) ( n M ) (3.5) # ( n ) 

#*(N - Ër) iT(')(*i(r) _ 4r)) #(n - e<)' 

Remark 3.7 (Reference [14]) A decomposition of the routing probabilities similar 
to (3.1) is introduced in [14]. This reference concentrates on the notion of blocking at 
global level and on the characterization of product form global blocking structures. 
More precisely, it purely concentrates on the global traffic equations (3.2). The 
local routing probabilities were assumed to be state independent. Most notably, 
a decomposition result of the form (3.5) into a global and local solution was not 
conciuded. In this respect, the present paper generalizes the results obtained in [14], O 
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3 . 2 R o u t i n g : E x a m p l e s 

The following examples illustrate the decomposition of the routing characteristics 
into a global and a local component. Example 3.8 illustrates the decomposition in 
the case of state independent routing. This example also shows that, at least for 
the case of state independent routing, a decomposition of H into global and local 
components satisfying the global and local traffic equations is possible if a solution 
exists to the standard traffic equations. This justifies Conditions 3.4,3.5. Example 3.9 
is adopted from [14] and considers state dependent global routing. In this example 
a capacity constraint is imposed on a subnetwork, say no more than JJ% jobs are 
allowed to be present at cluster 2 simultaneously. To retain a solution to the global 
traffic equations various blocking protocols are allowed. We will illustrate the global 
recirculation protocol stating that at all non-saturated clusters departing jobs are 
rerouted into the cluster. Finally, Example 3.10 shows that the decomposition of the 
routing characteristics into a global and a local component must be based on the 
structure of the queueing network. Most notably, blocking effects play a crucial role 
in this decomposition. 

Example 3.8 (State independent routing) Assume that the routing probabili-
ties are state independent, i.e. 

p®(nV)=p&, i , ; G C r U { 0 } , p»{9)=p", r,seRö{0}. 

Assume that {a(r)}r€R is a solution of the global traffic equations 

a(
r) = £ a < V r + / V \ reR, (3.7) 

seR 

and for each r that {c,-'},ecr is a solution of the local traffic equations 

c i ^ E ^ + p * ? , ie Cr. (3.8) 
jecr 

From these assumptions we obtain that Conditions 3.4, 3.5 are satisfied as 

**(*)=n («(r))Nr and #(r)(«(r)) = n {4Tr (3-9) 
reR iecr 

satisfy (3.2) and (3.3) respectively. Furthermore, we immediately obtain that { c ; } ^ 
given by 

a = c\r)a^\ ie Cr, (3.10) 

is a solution to the standard traffic equations 

N 

Ci = YlCjPji + ^POh »' = 1 , . . - ,W, (3.11) 
3=1 

This implies that the solution H to (2.4) indeed satisfies (3.5) as from (3.9) and (3.10) 
we obtain 
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H(Ü)=n e? = n («(r))Nr n (cï}Yr=#*(») n #(r)(n(r)). 
fc=i reR jecv reR 

Furthermore, this example illustrates that the total traffic equations (3.11) can be 
solved by solving a number of subproblems (3.8) and a global problem (3.7). 

The reasoning above can be reversed to show that Conditions 3.4, 3.5 are satisfied 
if a solution exists to the traffic equations (3.11). To this end, note that if { c , } ^ is 
a solution to (3.11) then {a(r)}r6R defined as 

«(r) = E CiP%\ r e R, 
jecr 

.Mi is a solution to the global traffic equations (3.7), and {c;}j6cv, reR defined as 

CW = Si i(Ec 

is a solution to the local traffic equations (3.8) as can be seen by substitution. ü 

Example 3.9 (Conservative blocking; global recirculation protocol) Con-
sider the following modification of the closed version of Example 3.8 (cf. [14]). A 
capacity constraint is imposed on cluster r, stating that no more than Ur jobs are al-
lowed to be present at cluster r simultaneously. As arrivals into cluster r are blocked 
when this cluster is saturated, i.e. when Nr = UT, the global routing probabilities 
must be modified. To retain a solution to the global traffic equations (3.2), a mod
ification of the global routing probabilities is obtained from the global recirculation 
protocol. This protocol states that departures from all other clusters s ^ r and 
arrivals into the queueing network are prohibited, which is achieved by letting jobs 
departing from cluster s ^ r recirculate into cluster s while jobs arriving to the net
work are blocked. As a consequence, no more than one cluster can become saturated 
at the same time, which explains the name conservative blocking. (For an extensive 
discussion of global blocking phenomena the reader is referred to [14].) For the global 
recirculation protocol, the global routing probabilities take the form 

y V ; \ 1 lf Nfc = 
E/* for all k ^ r, 
Uk for some k ^ r for r = s. 

As a consequence, with C the set of admissible states, 

C = {N|Nr < UT, for all r € R, and Nr + N, < Ur + Ua for any r ^ 5}, 

and 1(A) the indicator of event A, i.e. 1(A) = 1 if A is satisfied and 1(A) = 0 
otherwise, the global traffic equations require for each subnetwork r € R, for N € C: 

HR(N) = Yl HR{$ - Ër + ËS)1(N - Ër + Ëa € C)l(Nfc < Uk for all k ^ s)pST 

a€R, s£r 

+iÏR(N)l(Nfc = Uk for some k ^ r) . (3.12) 
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Observing that N* = Uk for some k ^ r, say N, = Uq, implies that l(Njt < 
Uu for all k ^ s) = 1 iff s = q gives for all 5 ^ r that N - Ër + És £ C if N* = Uk 
for some k^r which immediately gives that HR given in Example 3.8 is a solution 
to (3.12). As the local routing characteristics are not affected by this modification, 
(3.9) remains valid. 

This example shows that blocking at global level is possible, while retaining a 
solution of the global traffic equations and without affecting the local routing charac
teristics, p\j and H^. Note that blocking at global level does affect the actual inputs 
of the subnetworks. This input process, however, is a global process. As subnetworks 
are analyzed with constant (unit) input rate, changing the global input process to the 
subnetworks does not affect the local solution H^r\. Changing the input process to 
the subnetworks is a scaling effect for H and is incorporated into HR. Let us illustrate 

i 

Q S 7 ; 
» O 1 1 

1 2 3 
r,1iist.Pr 1 

A £ ft 1 2 3 
r,1iist.Pr 1 

4 0 0 
O i w t e r 9. 

- u2 

Figure 4. Capacity constraint Ui at cluster 2 

this with a concrete example. To this end, for simplicity, consider the cyclic queueing 
network consisting of 9 stations grouped into 3 clusters as depicted in Figure 4. A ca
pacity constraint is imposed on cluster 2, stating that the total number of jobs present 
at cluster 2 cannot exceed C/"2. As a consequence of the global recirculation protocol, 
when cluster 2 is saturated departures from stations 3 and 9 are recirculated into 
stations 1 and 7 respectively. As the routing probabiüties are modified by the global 
recirculation protocol, the traffic equations change too as is shown in the table below. 

System without blocking | System with blocking 
Traffic equations (2.4) 

1 
2 
3 

H(n) = H(n — e,- + e,+i), Vi Vn H(n) = H(n - e,- + e i+i), i ^ 1,7, Vn 
H(n) = H(n - e,- + e i+1), i = 1,7, N2 < U2 

H(n) = H(n - et- + ei+2),i = 1,7, N2 = U2 

Global equations (3.2) 
4 
5 
6 

#(N) = # ( N - Ë r + Ë r+1), Vr, VN H(N) = #(N - Er + Er+i), Vr, N2 < U2 

H(N) = #(N - Ër + Ë r+1), r = 2, N2 = U2 

H(N) = H(Ü), r = l , 3 , N2 = tf2 

Local equations (3.3) 

7 

8 

H^(n^) = ffW(nW + e\r}), i = 1,4,7 

i = 2,3,5,6,8,9 

H^{nV) = HV(nV + e\r)), i = 1,4,7 

HW(nM) = HW(nU - e\r) + e.%), 
i = 2,3,5,6,8,9 
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Note that the traffic equations (2.4) are modified at (3) only. When cluster 2 is 
non-saturated a positive outrate of station 7 is balanced by a positive inrate from 
station 6. However, when cluster 2 is saturated this outrate is balanced by a positive 
inrate from station 9. This modification is due to the global recirculation protocol 
and is due to the modification of p r S(N) only. This can immediately be seen from the 
global and local traffic equations. As the subnetworks in isolation are analyzed using 
a state dependent input process with unit rate relation (7) and (8) are not affected 
by global blocking phenomena. The global traffic equations, however, are modified if 
N2 = U-i. As Ei6Cr

 ni - (ti)j + (e,+i)j = Nr = T,jecr
 nj, (6) completely characterizes 

the modification (3). Ü 

. 

_l Jackson J_ _l Jackson J_ 
M5 

~l network f~ 4 0 0 ~l network f~ 

TT 
• 

t /2 

Figure 5. Capacity constraints M$ at station 5 and Ui at cluster 2 

Example 3.10 (Choice of clusters) In Assumption 3.1 and in Examples 3.8, 3.9 
the decomposition of the routing probabilities is imposed on the queueing network. 
In practical applications, however, this decomposition must be established based on 
the structure of the queueing network. This example shows that blocking effects play 
a crucial role in this decomposition. To this end, consider the queueing network con-
sisting of a Jackson subnetwork and a tandem subnetwork as illustrated in Figure 5. 
Assume a capacity constraint, U2, is imposed on the total number of jobs at stations 
4, 5 and 6 simultaneously and in addition the number of jobs at station 5 is con-
strained not to exceed M5. If we are interested in the global behaviour of the Jackson 
subnetwork and the tandem subnetwork, due to the capacity constraint, U2, a natural 
decomposition, similar to Example 3.9, would be to aggregate both the Jackson sub
network and the tandem subnetwork, where, as blocking is involved, the recirculation 
protocol is used to modify the routing probabilities. However, the capacity constraint 
at station 5 affects the global routing. This can be seen as follows. If station 5 is 
saturated, jobs cannot route from station 4 to station 5. Therefore, according to the 
recirculation protocol, these jobs are rerouted into station 4. Similarly, jobs leaving 
the Jackson subnetwork are rerouted. Therefore, the global routing is affected by the 
state of station 5. As this is excluded by Assumption 3.1, the decomposition into the 
Jackson subnetwork and the tandem subnetwork cannot be modeled. However, the 
queueing network can be decomposed into the Jackson cluster and stations 4, 5 and 
6 seen as clusters 4, 5 and 6, i.e. the tandem cluster cannot be aggregated, but the 
Jackson clvi3trr can be aggregated into a single queue. D 
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3.3 Servicing: Conditions 

In Section 3.1 the solution to the traffic equations is decomposed into a global and 
a local component due to a similar decomposition of the routing probabilities. This 
section aims to obtain similar decomposition results for the servicing mechanism. As 
a first consequence, the equilibrium distribution will then factorize into global and 
local components. 

From the natural decomposition of the routing probabilities (3.1) in Section 3, we 
have seen that the solution to the traffic equations consists of a global part describïng 
the global routing characteristics and a local part describing the routing character-
istics at the subnetworks. To obtain a similar result for the servicing part we also 
make the following natural assumption. 

Assumption 3.11 (Service function (f>) Assume that the service function, (f>, has 
the form 

Mn) = M N ) I I <f>{r)(n{r)), (3.13) 

where <f>R(Ö) = 1 and ^r>(ÖM) = 1, r € R. 

By (3.5) and (3.13) the equilibrium distribution (2.5) decomposes into global and 
local routing and servicing components: 

7r(n) = £fo(N)ffe(N) H <!>{r\n{r))H^\n^) J[ (—) ' , n 6 S. (3.14) 
r€R k€Cr \ ^ * / 

Assumption 3.11 establishes a decomposition of the equilibrium distribution into a 
global and a local part. In this case, it is natural that the total servicing mechanism 
decomposes into a global and local part also. To this end we also include the following 
assumption. 

Assumption 3.12 (Service function x/>) Assume that the service function, if>, has 
the form 

^{n) = ifo(N) I I V>(r)("(r)). (3.15) 
reR 

From Assumptions 3.11, 3.12 we now obtain that the service rate (2.1) decomposes 
into a global and a local part: 

fe(N - E.) „ ^>(nW - eS") 

This decomposition is studied in more detail in Section 4. 
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3.4 Servicing: Examples 
The following examples illustrate the service rates included in the paper and the 
decomposition into global and local service characteristics. In Example 3.13 the 
practical service rates described in Example 2.5 are decomposed into a global and 
a local component. Examples 3.14 and 3.15 illustrate that global state dependent 
service rates allow us to modify the service speed at clusters so as to avoid congestion. 

Example 3.13 (Factorizing form) The service function given in Example 2.5 fac-
torizes into a global and a local component. To this end, note that <f> can be written 
in the form (3.13) with 

<fa(N) = II II W) 
r£Rk=l 

- 1 

^ ) ( n M ) = n n UW 
j€Cr*=1 

- 1 

(3.16) 
D 

Example 3.14 (Service speed reduction to help avoid congestion) This ex
ample shows that due to the total global state dependency of the service functions 
tj} and <f> the service rate at the clusters can be chosen such that it helps to avoid 
congestion. To this end, reconsider the service rates introduced in Example 2.5: 

m(n) = ^/,-(nt-)Fr(Nr), i e Cr (3.17) 

In addition, assume that the number of jobs at cluster 2 is constrained not to exceed 
Ut. As we have seen in Example 3.9 as soon as the total number of jobs at cluster 2 
reaches its upper bound jobs leaving the other clusters are recirculated to be processed 
by the same cluster once more. As a more smooth alternative we can slow down all 
clusters s / 2 before cluster 2 reaches its upper bound. For example, we may reduce 
the service speed at clusters s ^ 2 by | if the number of jobs at cluster 2 exceeds some 
given value X2- As we usually cannot alter the input process, this process remains 
unchanged. This gives . 

Figure 6. Service speed reduction 

& < « ) = . 

I 

/ i i / f (n j )F r (N r ) , 

/z,/,(n,)Fr(Nr), 
l,Uifi(ni)Fr(Nr), 

i G C r , r = 2, 
i € CT, r ^ 2, N2 < L2, 
ie Cr, ré 2, N2 > L7, 
i = 0. 
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This service rate can be written in the form (2.1). To this end, with <j>n given in (3.16), 
define 

fc(S) = 
<fo(N) if N2 < Z/2, 

2 ^ M 2 N * ^ R ( N ) i f N 2 > L 2 . 

Then pi(n) can be written 

(3.18) 

r6ü 

Note that the local service functions are not affected by this modification. As the 
service speed reduction is a global effect, this is what one should expect. Further 
note that in the case of a closed queueing network service speed reduction at all 
clusters k =£ 2 is equivalent to increasing the service speed at cluster 2 as can be seen 
from (3.18) by noting that Y,k£2 N* = N — N2, where N is the total number of jobs 
present at the system. In the case of an open queueing network this equivalence is 
lost. • 

Example 3.15 (Stop protocol) In the previous example service at clusters k ^ 2 
is slowed down if N2 > L2. A more drastic approach is to stop service at all clusters 
as well as arrivals from the outside if the number of jobs at cluster 2 reaches some 
upper bound U2. The service rate given in (3.17) is then modified to 

STOPv ' 

JN3 

S T O P ^ 
STOP 

JN1 JN2 JN1 JN2 

STOP 

JN4 

Figure 7. Stop service and arrivals 

ftiip) = * 

f /x,/,(n,)Fr(Nr), i eCr,r = 2, 
/i,-/i(ni)FP(Nr), i € CP, r £ 2, N2 < U2, 
Po, i = 0, N2 < U2, 
0 otherwise. 

This service rate can be written in the form (2.1). To this end, with <f>R given in (3.16), 
define 

*RW - \ 0, if N 2 = U2. 

Then /i;(ra) can be written 
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Note that this example cannot be obtained as a special limiting case of the previous 
example. In the first place, in the formulation of Example 3.14 we require positive 
service speeds. Secondly, the arrival rate fi0 is not affected in Example 3.14, whereas 
here it has to be set equal to zero. ü 

4 Norton's theorema 
In Section 3 the transition rates (2.2) are decomposed into a global and local part 
such that the equilibrium distribution decomposes similarly. In Section 3.1, motivated 
by electrical circuit theory, the routing probabilities are decomposed such that the 
routing characteristics at global level and at local level can be analyzed separately. In 
Section 3.3, the service rates are decomposed such that the equilibrium distribution 
decomposes into a global and a local part. Although the form (3.14) is build up 
by separate components associated with global and local characteristics, it is not 
yet clear whether it can indeed be seen as a full decomposition of the equilibrium 
distribution into a purely global process and the marginal distributions of purely local 
processes, or allows us to aggregate subnetworks into single stations with appropriate 
service rates without affecting the equilibrium distribution of the rest of the queueing 
network. Based on the decomposition of the transition rates given in Section 3, this 
section derives these results. This section first gives Norton's theorem in weak form. 
This theorem allows us to separately calculate the global and local characteristics of 
the queueing network. Second, we give Norton's theorem in strong form. In addition 
to the applications of Norton's theorem in weak form, this theorem gives a formal 
justification for determining global characteristics via monitoring the behaviour of the 
queueing network at global level (e.g. monitoring the state dependent service rate and 
state dependent routing at global level) and shows that conditional on the global state 
the subnetworks are independent. Furthermore, from these theorema we obtain that 
aggregation of subnetworks into single queues does not affect the behaviour of the 
rest of the queueing network. This extends Norton's theorem to queueing networks 
with state dependent routing and servicing. 

The following theorem establishes a decomposition of the process with transition 
rates (2.2) into a global process and a local process such that, except for normaliza-
tion, the equilibrium distribution of the process decomposes into a global equilibrium 
distribution determined by the global process and a local equilibrium distribution fac-
torizing into the subnetworks determined by the local processes at the subnetworks. 
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Theorem 4.1 (Norton's theorem in weak form) 
(i) Service rates 
If the process with transition rates (2.2) satisfies Assumptions 3.1, 3.11, 3.12 and 
Conditions 3-4, 3.5 then the service function (2.1) can be written as 

tuin) = Mr(N) J I dS\n{3)), i € C„ r € Rö {0}, 
seR 

where Mr is the gïobal service rate defined by 

' V*(N-Ê r ) 

(4.1) 

Mr(N) = -

» 

Po 
^fl(N) 

-, ifreR, 

ifr = 0, 

(4.2) 

while fi\ the local service rate at cluster s defined by 

f 0C)(nC> - ej'>) 

/4S)(« (S )) = 
^W(f»W) 

^M(f»W) 
(4.3) 

i / i G C r , r ^ s . 

('if) Global and local processes 
With BR a normalizing constant, the distribution 

(4.4) 7Tfl(N) = BR<f>R(n)HR(x) 

is the equilibrium distribution of the global process with transition rates defined as 

?fi(N, N - Ër + Ë.) = Mr(N)p"(N), r, s € i? U {0}. (4.5) 

Wrtfc . B ^ a normalizing constant, the distribution 

xW(n«) = 5 ( ^ « ( n « ) ^ » ( n M ) TT ( — 1 
ikic, VA**/ 

(4.6) 

is the equilibrium distribution of the local process with transition rates defined as 

9<
r>(n<r\ n<'> - e\r) + e?) = nt\n^)p^\n^), i,j G Cr U {0}. (4.7) 

Furthermore, with B a normalizing constant, 

7r(n) = BTT^N) H ^ r ) (" ( r ) ) . n€S. (4.8) 

Proof (4.1) follows by insertion of Assumptions 3.11, 3.12 into (2.1). Insertion 
of (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6), (4.7) into the appropriate global balance equations estab-
lishes that (4.4) and (4.6) are indeed the equilibrium distributions at global and local 
level. Finally, (4.8) is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.6. • 
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Remark 4.2 (Weak form) Although Theorem 4.1 above establishes a full decom-
position of the equilibrium distribution, TT, into a global component, TTR, and local 
components, ir^r\ r € R, it does not enable us to compute the global part simply 
by monitoring the output processes of subnetworks. This can be seen by observing 
that 7TR is not the equilibrium distribution of the aggregated network. Summing 7r 
over all states n such that ]£jecv nj = Nr, r € R, leads to the aggregated equilibrium 
distribution, IIR: 

rifl(N) = £ *(*) = B*R(Ü) I I *(r)(Nr), (4.9) 
n(»-):Nr, rgfi r€ü 

where n^ : Nr is short for n ^ : JZjec, 
As Theorem 4.1 establishes a 

full decomposition similar to the decomposition in Norton-type results it is called 
Norton's theorem in weak form. O 
Remark 4.3 (Implications of Norton's theorem in weak form) Norton's 
theorem in weak form establishes a decomposition of the process with transition 
rates (2.2) into a global process and a local process. This decomposition is such that: 

• the global and local transition rates can be immediately obtained from the 
transition rates of the original process; 

• the local process factorizes into the subnetworks; 

• the global process and the local processes at the subnetworks can be analyzed 
separately; 

• except for normalization, the equilibrium distribution of the original process 
consists only of a global part determined by the global process and a local 
part factorizing into the subnetworks determined by the local processes at the 
subnetworks. D 

As is discussed in Remark 4.2, in Norton's theorem we want a full decomposition 
of the equilibrium distribution into a global part and a local part such that the 
global part can be computed via monitoring the output processes of the subnetworks. 
To this end, the transition rates of the global process must be such that IIR as 
defined in (4.9) is the equilibrium distribution of the global process and such that the 
probability flows between subnetworks in the global process equals the probability 
flows between subnetworks in the original non-aggregated process. The following 
theorem establishes this decomposition. 

Theorem 4.4 (Norton's theorem in strong form) 
(i) Global process 
Define the global process with transition rates 

Q ( N , N - Ë r + Ë s ) = ^ ) ' (4.10) 

I u «RW,*™ ..,__„ 
I MG^mp K h v 'w' 
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and service functions \&R, $ R 

/ 1 \ n i " } 

*«(») = M*)ii E v>(r)(n(r))^(r)(^(r)) n - . c4-11) 
r€fln(r) : N r j6C r \ M i / 

$Ü(N) = M N ) I I E ^r)(n(r))^(r)("(r)) n - • (4-12) 
r€R fi(r):Nr j€CV V P i / 

/ƒ f/ie process with transition rates (2.2) satisfies Assumptions 3.1, 3.11, 3.12 and 
Conditions 3.4, 3.5 then, with BR a normalizing constant, the global process possesses 
an equilihrium distribution, II r, given by 

nfi(N) = BR$R(ü)HR(ïi). (4.13) 

(ii) Aggregated process 
If for all r (E R the service function ^ r ) satisfies the following technical assumption 
for all i and all Nr 

E E *(r)(*(r) " ci^WCnW)^)^)) n f1)"' 
n(r):Nr»'€CV j€Cr \fi3 f 

(1 V? 
= E 0(r)(»(r))2ï(r)<n(r)) I I — (4-14) 

n ( 0 : N r - l J€Cr V ^ V 

#ien ifee global process equals the aggregated process, that is HR is the aggregated 
equilibrium distribution: 

n*(N)= E *(*0- (4-15) 
n(r):Nr, r6fi 

and the probability flow between aggregated subnetworks equals the probability flow 
between subnetworks in the original non-aggregated queueing network: 

n i j (N)g(N,N-Ë r + Ë s ) = ]T J^ 3r(n)«(n,n-e,- + e i), (4.16) 
n:Nt, t€R «€CV, j£C. 

where for r = s the summation in the right-hand side is over all transitions in which 
a job first leaves cluster r and then reroutes to cluster r. 

(iii) Equilibrium distribution factorizes 
With ir(T) the equilibrium distribution of the local process at cluster r, and 7r(r)(n^|Nr) 
the conditional probability of n^ given Nr jobs at cluster r, the equilibrium distribu
tion, TC, of the original process can be written 

Hn) = I W N ) TT 7r<rWr>!Nr). (4-17) 
r£R 
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Proof From Condition 3.4, insertion of lij* as given in (4.13) into the appropriate 
global balance equations gives that HR is the equilibrium distribution of the global 
process. 

Insertion of (4.4),(4.6),(4.8) into the right-hand side of (4.15) gives 

£ x(n) (4=8) £ BTTH(N) n T(r)(n(r)) 
n(«-):Nr, r€R n(«-):Nr, rgR rgR 

(44)i46> (BBR n #A *H(N)#H(N) 
\ r6fl / 

which gives (4.15). 
Insertion of the specific form (4.10) for Q, (4.13) for TlR, (2.1),(2.2) for q, (2.5) 

for ir, Assumptions 3.1, 3.11, 3.12, Conditions 3.4, 3.5 and Theorem 3.6 for H 
into (4.16) gives that (4.16) holds if and only if the following relation holds true. 

£ f l#R(N)tf f l(N-Ë r)p"(N) = BHR{Ü)rl>R{Ü-%)pT'{Ü) 

x E n ^(sw)^(n(i)) n (-T 
n:Ntl t€R \fc#r jeCk V W / 

t€Cr j€C r \ M i / 

From (4.11),(4.14) we obtain that this equation is satisfied. 
Finally, from Theorem 4.1, if £ jec r n^r) = N.r 

ES(D:Nr ^(«(r))ff(r)(n(r))nj6cr ( i ) n } 

From (4.12),(4.13) and Theorem 3.6 we now obtain (4.17). O 

Remark 4.5 (Comparison of Norton's theorema) At first glance, the results of 
Norton's theorem in strong from are similar to the results of Norton's theorem in weak 
form. However, the global process with transition rates qR as defined in Theorem 4.1 
is not the same as the global process Q defined in Theorem 4.4. In contrast to 
the global process qp. which can immediately be obtained from the transition rates, 
the global process Q must be computed from the transition rates and can not as 
easily be obtained as qR. The result of Norton's theorem in strong form, however, 
is much stronger than the result of Norton's theorem in weak form. In Theorem 4.4 
the decomposition into global and local distributions, (4.17), is complete whereas 
in (4.8) the normalizing constant relates the global and local processes and must still 
be computed. Furthermore, the global process of Theorem 4.4 describes the service 
rates of the subnetworks, whereas the global process of Theorem 4.1 merely describes 
the global part of the transiciun rates. O 
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Remark 4.6 (Implications of Norton's theorem in strong form) Norton's 
theorem in strong form establishes a decomposition of the process with transition 
rates (2.2) into a global process and a local process such that: 

• the local transition rates can be immediately obtained from the transition rates 
of the original process; 

• the local process factorizes into the subnetworks; 

• the global process is the process aggregated over the clusters, i.e. the global 
equilibrium distribution equals the aggregated equilibrium distribution and the 
probability flow between queues of the global process equals the probability 
flow between clusters of the original process; 

• when the transition rates of the global process are determined, the global and 
local processes can be analyzed separately; 

• the equilibrium distribution of the original process consists only of a global 
part determined by the global process and a local part factorizing into the 
subnetworks determined by the local processes at the subnetworks. O 

In addition to the points mentioned in Remark 4.6 above, the following corollary 
gives a major non-trivial result following from Theorem 4.4. 

Corollary 4.7 (Conditional independence of subnetworks) Conditional on 
the global state of the queueing network the subnetworks are independent: 

*(*»]N) = I I T(r)(n(r)|Nr), n e S. 
r€fi 

Proof From (4.15) and the definition of conditional probability we obtain that ir(n) = 
IIft(N)7r(ra|N) and (4.17) completes the proof. • 

Remark 4.8 (*/> = <f>) If ij) = 4> the service rate fii(n) as given in (4.1) in Theorem 4.1 
depends on the global state and the local state of cluster r only: 

Mn) = Mr(N)/z|r)(n(r)), ieCr. 

Furthermore, note that the property ip = <f> carries over to the global process of Theo
rem 4.4, i.e. %j) = <j> implies \&n = $ R , as can immediately be seen from (4.11),(4.12). • 

The main result of Norton's theorem as appearing in the literature is that the marginal 
distribution of the subnetwork of interest is the same in the original queueing network 
and in the partly aggregated queueing network. As the equilibrium distribution 7r 
as given in (2.5) can, due to the aggregation method, be written in the form (4.17) 
this result is an immediate consequence of Norton's theorema. This is stated in the 
following corollary, where for simplicity of formulation we have assumed that ij) = <f>. 
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Corollary 4.9 (Marginal distribution) Assume that V> = <j>- Then the marginal 
distribution, P(n^), of n^ jobs at cluster k in the queueing network in which all 
clusters except cluster k are aggregated into single queues with service rates 

Afr(N) 
^ 7 ^ , ifreR,rïk, 

* * ( N ) 

l /*o, ifr = Q, 

is the same as the marginal distribution, Tr(n^), of n^ jobs at cluster k in the 
original queueing network. 

Proof From (4.1) and ip = <f> we obtain that the service rate /J,(n) for servicing a job 
at station i of cluster k for the partly aggregated queueing network is given by 

M N - Ê r ) ^)(n(*> - e,***) 

From (4.12) this can be written 
^*)(n(*)-e<.*>) 

M J ü ( N - Ê t ) En(*):Nfc-1^
fc)(n(*))H(*)(«(*))^J€Cfc(i-)''

, 

** $ H ( N ) ***' *»>(«(*>)  

E„(*):Nfc *(k)(^*))H(*)(n(*))ni€Cik (£)"'" 

where jffW is the solution to the traffic equations for cluster k if cluster k would be 
considered in isolation. Form Nprton's theorem in weak form we now obtain 

(*) 

i V ') « 2J $R(N)HA(N) ^ ^ . 

N= Nfc=E,€cfc 4
k ) Efi(*):Nfc <^(*)(n(fc))^W(n(fc)) Y[*ck & ) " ' 

From Norton's theorem in strong form, by summation we obtain 

*(nW) = X) *(") 
(*) 

E <MN)7r(')(n<fc>|Nfc) 

N=Nfc=Ej€ck4
fc) 

(*) 

= BR E $fl(N)tfR(N)-

* : N*=E>6Cfc "f E*(*):N* ^*)(nW)F(*)(nW) n i ec f c (£ )" ' ' 

which completes the proof. 

(*) 
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Remark 4.10 (Assumptions justifying (4.14)) As is mentioned in Theorem 4.4, 
relation (4.14) is a technical assumption. This assumption is used only to show 
that (4.16) holds. Note that this technical assumption is not a very stringent condition 
as it is satisfied in many practical cases. For example, if the state space is such that 
the set of admissible states for subnetwork r is coordinate convex: 

C<r> = {jjWj £ n(p < U(r)^ r€Rj ( 4 1 8 ) 

iec r 

the left-hand side of (4.14) can be written 

BW-LHS = £ E,r(r)("(r))«(p)(fi(r)»»»w-cir)) 
n(r): N r »€Cr 

= E E E xW(»W)^)(»W,nW-«}r) + ^>) 
nW: N r «eCr j6CrU{0} 

" E E E ^ ^ ' W ^ U ^ - e P + ef)) 

(=3) E E E *(r)(n(r) - e!r) + eJV>(n« - ef> + e<r), n«) 
nW: Nr «€Cr i€CrU{0} 

- E E E xWcsw^CfiW, -(r) - 4r) + ejr)) 
n(r): N r «€Cr i6Cr 

= E E ^ ( r ) ( " ( r ) - e ï r ) ) ? ( r ) ( n ( r ) - e S r ) , n W ) 
«(••): N r «6Cr 

(=8) E E^(r)("(r))?(r)(n(r),nM + e,W), 
n('): Nr-l«'6Cr 

which immediately imphes that (4.14) is satisfied. d 

Conclusions 4.11 (Practical applications of Norton's theorema) Norton's 
theorema establish a decomposition of the process with transition rates (2.2) into a 
global process and a local process. As is discussed in Remark 4.6, the decomposition 
into a global process and a local process is more difficult to establish in Norton's 
theorem in strong form than in Norton's theorem in weak form. The result of Nor
ton's theorem in strong form, however, is indeed stronger than the result of Norton's 
theorem in weak form. 
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The following points characterize practical applications of Norton's theorema. 
The first two points are valid for both theorema. The last three points are valid for 
Norton's theorem in strong form only. 

(1) For large queueing networks, determination of a solution to the (state depen-
dent) traffic equations is (computationally) very hard. Norton's theorem allows 
us to analyze the global and local traffic equations separately. As the local traf
fic equations factorize into the subnetworks, this gives much smaller problems. 
The solution to the total traffic equations is just the product of the global and 
the local parts. 

(2) Calculation of the normalization constant for large processes (i.e. processes with 
a large state space) is, in general, very difficult. Norton's theorem allows us 
to first analyze the normalization constants at local level and subsequently to 
analyze the normalization constant at global level. As the local and global state 
spaces are substantially smaller than the total state space, these problems are 
substantially smaller than the original problem. 

(3) K the global characteristics of the queueing network, i.e. characteristics depend-
ing on the global state of the queueing network only, are of interest, Norton's 
theorem in strong form allows us to only analyze the queueing network at global 
level. To this end, note that the global routing probabilities can be determined 
by observing the routing between clusters in the original queueing network. 
The global service functions, \PR, $/*, can be obtained by monitoring the state 
dependent speed at which jobs leave the clusters. From the thus obtained 
transition rates the global equilibrium distribution can be obtained. From this 
global equilibrium distribution the global characteristics can be determined. 

(4) H characteristics depending on the local state of a single cluster are of interest 
only, Norton's theorem in strong form allows us to analyze the queueing network 
at a global level as discussed in (3). For the cluster of interest, Norton's theorem 
allows us to analyze this cluster with transition rates as given in Theorem 4.1 
separately. The equilibrium distribution of the queueing network containing 
full information on the state of the cluster of interest is then given by the 
global equilibrium distribution multiplied with the distribution of the cluster 
at interest conditional on the global state of that cluster. This method can also 
be applied when characteristics depending on the local state of several clusters 
are of interest. 

(5) If the transition rates of the clusters in isolation (i.e. not part of the queueing 
network) are known, then the service functions \&H, <&.R can simply be calculated 
from the functions tj)^ and <f>^ as obtained from the transition rates of the 
clusters in isolation. When $'# and <!># are calculated, the global behaviour of 
the queueing network can be analyzed without considering the local behaviour. 
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5 Examples 

5.1 Global throughput determines local behaviour; work-
load balancing 

This example shows that under global blocking conditions such as capacity constraints 
on the total number of jobs at the clusters it is possible to obtain the local equilibrium 
distribution from the global throughput of the clusters and thus to obtain both global 
and local performance measures by merely analyzing the global throughputs. To this 
end, consider a queueing network consisting of N stations grouped into R clusters 
such that the routing probabilities have the form given in Assumption 3.1. Assume 
that we want the workload to be balanced over the clusters in the sense that the total 
number of jobs at the clusters is constrained to be in the range Lr < Nr < £/,, r £ R. 
Furthermore, except for effects due to the boundaries, assume that the service rate 
at a cluster only depends on the state of that cluster and that the global routing 
probabilities are state independent except for blocking phenomena arising at the 
boundaries. As all blocking effects are due to global requirements on the workload 
at the clusters the local transition rates are not affected by these blocking effects, 
i.e. all blocking effects are incorporated in the global process. Let pTS be the state 
independent part of the global routing probabiüties and {a^}ren the solution to 
the global traffic equations (3.7) as given in Example 3.8. Similar to Example 3.9, 
for Condition 3.4 to be satisfied, the global routing probabilities must be modified 
according to a blocking protocol. The following blocking protocol is used: 

(1) Jobs leaving cluster r when Nr = Lr are rerouted into cluster r. This guarantees 
the minimal workload. 

(2) Jobs leaving cluster s ^ r, when NT = UT are rerouted into cluster s according 
to the global rerouting protocol. This guarantees that the upper boundaries 
are not exceeded. 

By noting that the set of admissible states is restricted to 

C = {Ü\Lr < Nr < Ur, for all r € R, and Nr + Ns < Ur + Us for any r ^ s}, 

the global traffic equations (3.2) now read for r € R, N G C: 

#«(N) = E #*(N - Ër + ËS)1(N - Ër + Ës E C)l(Nfc < Uk for all k ^ s)paT 

+iïft(N)l(Nfc = Uk for some fc / r or Nr = Lr). 

As N — Ër + Ë, ^ C if Njt = Uk for k ^ r or if Nr = Lr we obtain that with 

#*(*) = I I (fl(r))Nr > R € C , (5.1) 
T&R 
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Condition 3.4 is satisfied. This specifies the global behaviour of the queueing network. 
Now let us consider the local behaviour. Up to normalization constants, a^ 

equals the global throughput of cluster r, i.e. a^ equals the parameter of the arrival 
process to cluster r. The transition rates for the local process at cluster r with unit 
arrival parameter are given in (4.7). From Condition 3.5 we now obtain that the 
local equilibrium distribution at cluster r is given in (4.6), where H^ is obtained 
by analyzing cluster r with unit arrival parameter. From Remark 2.6 we now obtain 
that the local equilibrium distribution of cluster r with input rate a^ is given by 

(»•) 

irW(nW) = BM*M(nM)flM(nM) fl[ ( — ) " * • (5-2) 
iecr V Pi / 

From Norton's theorem in weak form 4.1 we immediately obtain that the marginal 
distribution of cluster r, ir(n^), is then given by 

7r(n(r>) = *<T>(n<r>). (5.3) 

Note that the global blocking protocol used here is not essential to the derivation 
of (5.3). For example, an alternative blocking protocol is the stop protocol, where 
servicing is stopped at all non-saturated clusters if the number of jobs at a cluster 
reaches its upper bound. For example, in Example 3.9 this requires that the servicing 
at all stations 1, 2, 3 and 7, 8, 9 is stopped when cluster 2 is saturated, i.e. when 
N2 = Ui. As is shown in [14], [15], the "stop protocol" and "recirculate protocol" 
are equivalent under product form conditions, that is under Assumptions 3.1, 3.11, 
3.12 and Conditions 3.4, 3.5. Essential to the derivation of (5.2) is that HR has the 
form (5.1) as this form allows us to obtain the throughput, a^r\ of cluster r. 

5.2 Interna] blocking 

In all examples given so far emphasis was on the global behaviour of the queueing 
network. Most particularly, global routing and blocking is treated in great detail. 
From the decomposition of the routing probabilities, however, the internal routing 
probabilities p\j can be state dependent too. From Assumption 3.1, as subnetwork we 
can insert all examples appearing in the literature of product form queueing networks 
with state dependent routing in which, except for a constraint on the total number 
of jobs present at the queueing network, arrivals cannot be blocked, i.e. for all n^ 
jobs arriving at the cluster are accepted at a station of the cluster: 

£ *4r)(n(r)) = 1. 
iecr 

As an illustrative example, consider the queueing network consisting of two clusters 
as depicted in Figure 8, where cluster 1 is an arbitrary Jackson network and cluster 2 
consists of three queues. Due to capacity constraints, the number of jobs at station 2 is 
constrained not to exceed Zi and the total number of jobs at cluster 2 is not to exceed 
Ui. Assume that, except for blocking phenomena, the routing probabilities are as 
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indicated in Figure 8. If we use the recirculation protocol, if station 2 is saturated jobs 
leaving station 1 and 3 to route to station 2 are blocked and recirculated into station 1 
and 3 respectively. If cluster 2 is saturated, jobs leaving cluster 1 are recirculated 
into cluster 1. This gives the following modification to the routing probabilities: 

1/2 

1/2 

Figure 8. Interna! blocking due to capacity constraints M$ 

The local routing probabilities at cluster 2 are given by: 

pg>(n(2))=pg(fi(2)) = | , forallnW, 

but 
pYM2))=P^(n(2)) = h fo ra l lnO, 

Pr2
}(n ( 2 ))=P^(n(2)) = | , i f n 2 < Z 2 , 

ri?(»W)=lfiV2))«§, *n2 = Z2 

The global routing probabilities are given by: 

p12(N) = l , ifN2<C/2 , 
pu(N) = l, ifN2 = C/2. 

The standard solution (3.9) still apphes to both global and local level. 

5.3 Nested aggregation 

The aggregation procedure described in this paper can be nested. To describe this 
roughly, consider a queueing network consisting of N stations. If the stations can 
be grouped into clusters, say clusters 1,...,R, such that the routing probabilities 
satisfy Assumption 3.1 and Conditions 3.4, 3.5 and the service rate satisfies Assump-
tions 3.11, 3.12, from Norton's theorem in strong form we obtain that the clusters can 
be aggregated into single stations. We then obtain a new queueing network consist
ing of R stations. At this new queueing network again we can apply the aggregation 
procedure to obtain a queueing network consisting of R' < R stations. Nesting of 
aggregation allows us to first aggregate simple structures for which the aggregated 
service rates can easily be cornputed, such as for example a number of M\M\oo queues 
or a tandem line and subsequently aggregate the simplified clusters into single queues. 
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Figure 9. Nested aggregation 

As the possibilities are non-exhaustive, while each additional nesting basically 
remains the same, let us merely give one simple example. Consider the queueing 
network as depicted in Figure 9. In the first aggregation step cluster i is aggregated 
into a single station, i = 1,2,3,4. We thus obtain a 4 station queueing network. In 
this queueing network station 1 and station 2 can be aggregated into a single station, 
for example with a total capacity constraint, and stations 3 and 4 can be aggregated 
into a single station, for example with service delay depending on the total number 
of jobs at stations 3 and 4. We thus obtain a closed 2 station queueing network that 
can be analyzed by using Standard methods. 

6 Literature and concluding remarks 

Remark 6.1 (Literature on Norton's theorem) Norton's theorem for queueing 
networks is introduced in [5] and states that the marginal distribution of a subnet-
work, say a, in the original queueing network equals the marginal distribution of a 
when the rest of the queueing network is aggregated into a single queue with ser
vice rate set equal to the throughput of o when the service rate of all stations in 
o is reduced to zero. [5] prove the aggregation method to be correct for queueing 
networks of the BCMP-type in which o consists of a single queue only. The proof 
given in this reference can easily be extended to the case where a consists of several 
stations such that jobs enter a through a single station and leave o from a single sta
tion. In [1], [11] Norton's theorem is generalized to include BCMP-networks in which 
the routing between subnetworks is allowed to be arbitrary, but state-independent. 
Norton's theorem is further generalized in [17], where queueing networks consisting 
of two arbitrary quasireversible subnetworks are discussed. In all of these references 
the proof is based on the fact that the equilibrium distribution factorizes into the 
subnetworks and in addition that the routing between subnetworks is state indepen
dent. (As these references consider queueing networks consisting of two subnetworks 
only, the second observation states that jobs arriving at a subnetwork are always 
accepted.) Summarizing, from these references we obtain that: 
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l a subnetworks are analyzed as closed queueing networks; 

2a the service rate of the aggregated queue cannot depend on the state of o as the 
state of a is deleted from the description when the throughput of a with zero 
service rate is determined; 

3a the global routing probabilities cannot be state dependent which excludes block-
ing. 

In the present paper, the decomposition and aggregation of subnetworks is treated 
differently. We obtain that: 

l b subnetworks are analyzed as open queueing networks; 

2b the service rate of the aggregated queues is allowed to depend on the f uil global 
state; 

3b global blocking is included as the global routing probabilities are state depen
dent. 

Note that 2b and 3b immediately generalize 2a and 3a. Comparison of la and lb 
shows that subnetworks are analyzed differently. This may cause different internal 
behaviour of the aggregated queues. 

In contrast, note that the routing probabilities between subnetworks in [1], [11] 
are more general than our routing probabilities for the state independent case. In 
[1], [11] arbitrary routing probabilities p,j,i € CT, j € C„ r,s — 1,2, are included, 
whereas we assume p^ = PioPoj. This specific choice is due to the inclusion of 
blocking phenomena in the local routing probabilities. Note that arbitrary state in
dependent routing probabilities can easily be incorporated into our framework. In 
this case the routing probabilities have the form p tJ(n) = PijP™(N). K a solution to 
the traffic equations for p,j exists the local part of the solution to the traffic equa-
tions factorizes into the stations (cf. [14]). However, in this case the local process 
does not factorize into the subnetworks. As emphasis is on a complete factorization 
into the subnetworks of the local equilibrium distribution and process, which allows 
us to analyze subnetworks independently, the routing probabilities are chosen to be 
of the form (3.1). Finally, although not mentioned in [1], [5], [11], and [17], Nor-
ton's theorem as presented by these authors can be generalized to allow aggregation 
of the equilibrium distribution of several subnetworks independently. Again, state 
dependent routing cannot be incorporated in the generalization of Norton's theorem 
as presented in these references. O 

Remark 6.2 (Literature on factorization into subnetworks) Results similar 
to the factorization results obtained here have been reported in the literature. In [12] 
reversible subnetworks are connected via state independent global routing and in [10], 
[18] quasireversible subnetworks are connected via state dependent global routing. In 
these references, the transition rates depend on the local state only and a factorization 
of the equilibrium distribution similar to (4.8) for BITR — 1 is obtained. As the present 
paper allows global state dependence also, it generalizes these results. • 
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Remark 6.3 (Weak coupling) In [19, chapters 10, 11] the concept of weak cou-
pling is described. A system is said to be weakly coupled if the equilibrium distri-
bution consists of a part determined by the global routing probabilities and a part 
independent of the global routing. Thus, weak coupling is a property of the equi
librium distribution. In our notation both (4.8) and (4.17) state that the system is 
weakly coupled as the equilibrium distribution depends on the global routing char-
acteristics through the global components, 7TR and HR, only. 

If the global routing is state independent, based on a condition similar to global 
balance for each cluster separately, [19] proves the system to be weakly coupled. 
If the global routing is state dependent, however, the condition stated in [19] for 
proving weak coupling is that a global balance-like condition is satisfied for the process 
with global routing removed from the routing characteristics, i.e. with prs(-) deleted 
from the routing probabilities ptJ(-). In the case of state independent routing [19] 
established a decomposition of the equilibrium distribution into components for each 
subnetwork. In the case of state dependent routing, however, such a decomposition 
cannot be concluded. 

Also, the approach taken in [19] is diiferent from the approach taken in the present 
paper. In [19] emphasis is on establishing a decomposition of the equiübrium distri
bution into a part determined by the global routing and a part independent of the 
global routing. A decomposition of the local part is not established. Furthermore, 
an essential part of Norton's theorem is that the process decomposes into a global 
process and a local process. This is guaranteed by our assumptions and cannot be 
concluded from the parameterization in [19]. Finally, in [19] global balance-like condi-
tions are used when proving weak coupling. Although global balance is more general 
than local balance as guaranteed by the traffic equations, in queueing networks one 
usually requires that the traffic equations possess a solution. Therefore, our assump
tions on the routing part of the transition rates are less general, but are sufficiently 
general in practical applications. O 

Remark 6.4 (Relation to electrical circuit theory) In Remark 6.1 above the 
queueing network analog of Norton's theorem as described in the literature is com-
pared to the queueing network analog of Thevenin's theorem as described in the 
present paper. Although Norton's and Thevenin's theorem for electrical circuits are 
discussed extensively in the introduction, up to this moment Norton's and Thevenin's 
theorem for queueing networks have not been related to these theorema. Moreover, 
the distinction between Thevenin's theorem and Norton's theorem for queueing net
works is not yet justified. To this end, reconsider Norton's and Thevenin's theorem for 
electrical circuits. From Figure 2 we obtain that the replacement circuit for Norton's 
theorem is determined by analyzing the current I flowing in a closed loop version of 
the electrical circuit. Similarly, from Figure 3 we obtain that the replacement circuit 
for Thevenin's theorem is determined by analyzing the potential difference V in an 
open version of the electrical circait. Current flowing in the electrical circuit is the 
electrical analog of customers flowing in the queueing network (throughput). This 
justifies the name Norton's theorem for queueing networks as this method is based on 
analyzing the throughput in a closed loop version of the subnetwork. The potential 
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difference can be seen as the electrical analog of the service potential §£ (cf. [19]). As 
our method is based on determining the service potential in an open network version 
of the subnetworks the name Thevenin's theorem for queueing networks would be 
justified. Note that, as Norton's theorem has become the Standard phrasing in the 
literature on aggregation in queueing networks, we have called our results Norton's 
theorem. O 
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